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16 
RECONSTRUCTION 

1863–1877 

 > What were the achievements and failures 
of Reconstruction? Chapter 16 explores the era of 

Reconstruction, in which the nation struggled to define the 

defeated South’s status and the meaning of freedom for ex-

slaves. Following the Civil War, the nation entered one of its 

most confused and violent periods as victorious Northerners, 

defeated white Southerners, and newly freed African 

Americans battled to shape the postwar South.
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 >  Why did Congress 
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

 >  How did the North 
respond to the 
passage of black 
codes in the 
southern states?

 >  How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

 >  What brought the 
elements of the 
South’s Republican 
coalition together?

 >  Why did 
Reconstruction 
collapse?

 >  Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction “a 
revolution but half 
accomplished”? 

“This is a white man’s government” (1868). Library of Congress, 3c21735.
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wartime plan for 
reconstruction?
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of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

Why did Congress object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for reconstruction?
>

R econstruction did not wait for the end of war. As the odds of a northern victory  
 increased, thinking about reunification quickened. Immediately, a question  
 arose: Who had authority to devise a plan for reconstructing the Union? Presi-

dent Abraham Lincoln firmly believed that reconstruction was a matter of executive 
responsibility. Congress just as firmly asserted its jurisdiction. Fueling the argument 
were significant differences about the terms of reconstruction.

In their eagerness to formulate a plan for political reunification, neither Lincoln nor 
Congress gave much attention to the South’s land and labor problems. But as the war 
rapidly eroded slavery and traditional plantation agriculture, Yankee military com-
manders in the Union-occupied areas of the Confederacy had no choice but to oversee 
the emergence of a new labor system. Freedmen’s aspirations played little role in the 
plans that emerged.

“To Bind Up the Nation’s Wounds”
As early as 1863, Lincoln began contemplating how “to bind up the nation’s wounds” 
and achieve “a lasting peace.” While deep compassion for the enemy guided his think-
ing about peace, his plan for reconstruction aimed primarily at shortening the war and 
ending slavery.

Lincoln’s Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction in December 1863 set out 
his terms. He offered a full pardon, restoring property (except slaves) and political 
rights, to most rebels willing to renounce secession and to accept emancipation. When 
10 percent of a state’s voting population had taken an oath of allegiance, the state 
could organize a new government and be readmitted into the Union. Lincoln’s plan did 
not require ex-rebels to extend social or political rights to ex-slaves, nor did it antici-
pate a program of long-term federal assistance to freedmen. Clearly, the president 
looked forward to the rapid, forgiving restoration of the broken Union.

Lincoln’s easy terms enraged abolitionists such as Wendell Phillips of Boston, who 
charged that the president “makes the negro’s freedom a mere sham.” He “is willing 
that the negro should be free but seeks nothing else for him.” Comparing Lincoln  
to the Union’s most passive general, Phillips declared, “What McClellan was on the 
battlefield—‘Do as little hurt as possible!’—Lincoln is in civil affairs—‘Make as little 
change as possible!’” Phillips and other northern Radicals called instead for a thorough 
overhaul of southern society. Their ideas proved to be too drastic for most Republicans 
during the war years, but Congress agreed that Lincoln’s plan was inadequate. 

In July 1864, Congress put forward a plan of its own. Congressman Henry Winter 
Davis of Maryland and Senator Benjamin Wade of Ohio jointly sponsored a bill that 
demanded that at least half of the voters in a conquered rebel state take the oath of 
allegiance before reconstruction could begin. The Wade-Davis bill also banned almost 
all ex-Confederates from participating in the drafting of new state constitutions. Fi- 
nally, the bill guaranteed the equality of freedmen before the law. Congress’s recon-
struction would be neither as quick nor as forgiving as Lincoln’s. When Lincoln refused 
to sign the bill and let it die, Wade and Davis charged the president with usurpation of 
power.

Undeterred, Lincoln continued to nurture the formation of loyal state governments 
under his own plan. Four states—Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Virginia— 

1863
–  Proclamation of Amnesty and 

Reconstruction pardons most 
rebels. 

1864
–  Lincoln refuses to sign  

Wade-Davis bill.

1865
–  Freedmen’s Bureau 

established.

> CHRONOLOGY
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How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?

▲ Wartime Reconstruction This cartoon from the presidential campaign of 1864 shows the “Rail Splitter” Abraham 
Lincoln leveraging the broken nation back together while his running mate, Andrew Johnson, who once was a tailor by trade, 
stitches the Confederate states securely back into the Union. Optimism that the task of reconstructing the nation after the war 
would be both quick and easy shines through the cartoon. The Granger Collection, New York.

fulfilled the president’s requirements, but Congress refused to seat representa- 
tives from the “Lincoln states.” Lincoln admitted that a government based on only  
10 percent was not ideal, but he argued, “We shall sooner have the fowl by hatching 
the egg than by smashing it.” Massachusetts senator Charles Sumner responded, 
“The eggs of crocodiles can produce only crocodiles.” In his last public address in April 
1865, Lincoln defended his plan but for the first time expressed publicly his endorse-
ment of suffrage for southern blacks, at least “the very intelligent, and . . . those who 
serve our cause as soldiers.” The announcement demonstrated that Lincoln’s thinking 
about reconstruction was still evolving. Four days later, he was dead.

Land and Labor
Of all the problems raised by the North’s victory in the war, none proved more critical 
than the South’s transition from slavery to free labor. As federal armies invaded and 
occupied the Confederacy, hundreds of thousands of slaves became free workers. In 
addition, Union armies controlled vast territories in the South where legal title to land 
had become unclear. The Confiscation Acts passed during the war punished “traitors” 
by taking away their property. The question of what to do with federally occupied land 
and how to organize labor on it engaged ex-slaves, ex-slaveholders, Union military 
commanders, and federal government officials long before the war ended.

How did Lincoln’s vision for 
reconstruction differ from 
that put forth in the Wade-
Davis bill? What factors 
account for the differences?

>  COMPARE AND CONTRAST
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In the Mississippi valley, occupying federal troops announced a new labor code. It 
required landholders to give up whipping, sign contracts with ex-slaves, pay wages, 
and provide food, housing, and medical care. The code required black laborers to enter 
into contracts, work diligently, and remain subordinate and obedient. Military leaders 
clearly had no intention of promoting a social or economic revolution. Instead, they 
sought to restore traditional plantation agriculture with wage labor. The effort resulted 
in a hybrid system that one contemporary called “compulsory free labor,” something 
that satisfied no one.

Planters complained because the new system fell short of slavery. Blacks could not 
be “transformed by proclamation,” a Louisiana sugar planter declared. Without the 
right to whip, he argued, the new labor system did not have a chance. Either Union sol-
diers must “compel the negroes to work,” or the planters themselves must “be autho-
rized and sustained in using force.”

African Americans found the new regime too reminiscent of slavery to be called 
free labor. Its chief deficiency, they believed, was the failure to provide them with land 
of their own. Freedmen believed they had a moral right to land because they and their 
ancestors had worked it without compensation for centuries. “What’s the use of being 
free if you don’t own land enough to be buried in?” one man asked. Several wartime 
developments led freedmen to believe that the federal government planned to under-
gird black freedom with landownership.

In January 1865, General William Tecumseh Sherman set aside part of the coast 
south of Charleston for black settlement. By June 1865, some 40,000 freedmen sat on 
400,000 acres of “Sherman land.” In addition, in March 1865, Congress passed a bill 

establishing the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands. The Freedmen’s 
Bureau, as it was called, distributed food and clothing to destitute Southerners and eased 
the transition of blacks from slaves to free persons. Congress also authorized the agency 
to divide abandoned and confiscated land into 40-acre plots, to rent them to freedmen, 
and eventually to sell them “with such title as the United States can convey.” By June 
1865, the Bureau had situated nearly 10,000 black families on a half million acres aban-
doned by fleeing planters. Other ex-slaves eagerly anticipated farms of their own.

Despite the flurry of activity, wartime reconstruction failed to produce agreement 
about whether the president or Congress had the authority to devise policy or what 
proper policy should be.

The African American Quest for Autonomy
Ex-slaves never had any doubt about what they wanted from freedom. They had only 
to contemplate what they had been denied as slaves. (See “Analyzing Historical 
Evidence,” page 444.) Slaves had to remain on their plantations; freedom allowed 
blacks to see what was on the other side of the hill. Slaves had to be at work in the 
fields by dawn; freedom permitted blacks to sleep through a sunrise. Freedmen also 
tested the etiquette of racial subordination. “Lizzie’s maid passed me today when I 
was coming from church without speaking to me,” huffed one plantation mistress.

To whites, emancipation looked like pure anarchy. Blacks, they said, had reverted 
to their natural condition: lazy, irresponsible, and wild. Actually, former slaves were 
experimenting with freedom, but they could not long afford to roam the countryside, 
neglect work, and casually provoke whites. Soon, most were back at work in whites’ 
kitchens and fields.

But they continued to dream of land and independence. “The way we can best 
take care of ourselves is to have land,” one former slave declared in 1865, “and turn it 
and till it by our own labor.” Another group of former slaves in South Carolina declared 
that they wanted land, “not a Master or owner[,] Neither a driver with his Whip.”

Why did Congress 
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

Freedmen’s Bureau 
Government organization 
created in March 1865 to 
distribute food and clothing to 
destitute Southerners and to 
ease the transition of slaves 
to free persons. early efforts 
by the Freedmen’s Bureau to 
distribute land to the newly freed 
blacks were later overturned by 
President Andrew Johnson.
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Slavery had deliberately kept blacks illiterate, and freedmen emerged from bond-
age eager to learn to read and write. “I wishes the Childern all in School,” one black 
veteran asserted. “It is beter for them then to be their Surveing a mistes [mistress].” 
Freemen looked on schools as “first proof of their independence.”

The restoration of broken families was another persistent black aspiration. Thou-
sands of freedmen took to the roads in 1865 to look for kin who had been sold away or 
to free those who were being held illegally as slaves. A black soldier from Missouri 
wrote his daughters that he was coming for them. “I will have you if it cost me my 
life,” he declared. “Your Miss Kitty said that I tried to steal you,” he told them. “But I’ll 
let her know that god never intended for a man to steal his own flesh and blood.” And 
he swore that “if she meets me with ten thousand soldiers, she [will] meet her enemy.”  

Independent worship was another continuing aspiration. African Americans 
greeted freedom with a mass exodus from white churches, where they had been 
required to worship when slaves. Some joined the newly established southern 
branches of all-black northern churches, such as the African Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Others formed black versions of the major southern denominations, Baptists 
and Methodists.

▲ Harry Stephens and Family, 1866 The seven members of the Stephens family sit proudly for  
a photograph just after the Civil War ended. Many black families were not as fortunate as these 
Virginians. Separated by slavery or war, former slaves desperately sought news of missing family 
members through newspaper advertisements. G. Gable, Summer Scene, 1866. Gilman Collection, Purchase, The 

Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation Gift, through Joyce and Robert Menschel, 2005 (2005.100.277). Image copyright © The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art. Image source: Art Resource, NY.

What were African 
Americans’ primary 
concerns during the 
transition from slavery to 
freedom, and how did they 
envision their lives as free 
people?

>  UNDERSTAND  
POINTS OF VIEW

> QUICK REVIEW

to what extent did Lincoln’s wartime plan for reconstruction 
reflect the concerns of newly freed slaves?

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?
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ANALYZING HISTORICAL EVIDENCE

The Meaning of Freedom

Although the emancipation Proclamation itself did not 
free any slaves, it transformed the character of the 
war. Black people resolutely focused on the possibili-

ties of freedom even before the war ended.

DOCUMENT 1
Letter from John Q. A. Dennis to Edwin M. Stanton,  
July 26, 1864

John Q. A. Dennis, formerly a slave in Maryland, wrote to ask 
Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton for help in reuniting his 
family.

Boston. Dear Sir i am Glad that i have the Honour to Write 
you a few line i have been in troble for about four yars my 
Dear wife was taken from me Nov 19th 1859 and left me 
with three Children and i being a Slave At the time Could 
Not do Anny thing for the poor little Children for my master 
it was took me Carry me some forty mile from them So i 
Could Not do for them and the man that they live with half 
feed them and half Cloth them & beat them like dogs & 
when i was admitted to go to see them it use to brake my 
heart & Now i say again i am Glad to have the honour to 
write to you to see if you Can Do Anny thing for me or for 
my poor little Children i was keap in Slavy untell last Novr 
1863. then the Good lord sent the Cornel borne [federal 
colonel William Birney?] Down their in Marland in worsester 
Co So as i have been recently freed i have but letle to live 
on but i am Striveing Dear Sir but what i went too know of 
you Sir is it possible for me to go & take my Children from 

those men that keep them in Savery if it is possible will you 
pleas give me a permit from your hand then i think they 
would let them go. . . . i want get the little Children out of 
Slavery. . . .

Source: Freedom: A Documentary History of Emancipation, 1861–1867, ser. 1, 
vol. 1, The Destruction of Slavery, 386, edited by ira Berlin, Joseph P. Reidy, 
and Leslie S. Rowland. Copyright © 1985.

DOCUMENT 2
Report from the Reverend A. B. Randall, February 28, 1865

A. B. Randall, the white chaplain of a black regiment stationed 
in Little Rock, Arkansas, affirmed the importance of legal mar-
riage to freed slaves and emphasized their conviction that 
emancipation was only the first step toward full freedom.

Weddings, just now, are very popular, and abundant among 
the Colored People. they have just learned, of the Special 
order No. 15. of Gen thomas [Adjutant General Lorenzo 
thomas] by which, they may not only be lawfully married,  
but have their Marriage Certificates, Recorded; in a book 
furnished by the Government. . . . i have married, during the 
month, at this Post; twenty five couples; mostly, those, who 
have families; & have been living together for years. . . . the 
Colord People here, generally consider, this war not only; 
their exodus, from bondage; but the road, to Responsibility; 
Competency; and an honorable Citizenship—God grant that 
their hopes and expectations may be fully realized.

Source: Freedom: A Documentary History of Emancipation, 1861–1867, ser. 2, 
vol. 1, The Black Military Experience, 712, edited by ira Berlin, Joseph P. Reidy, 
and Leslie S. Rowland. Copyright © 1982.

How did the North respond to the passage 
of black codes in the southern states?
>

Abraham Lincoln died on April 15, 1865, just hours after John Wilkes Booth shot 
him at a Washington, D.C., theater. Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase immediately 
administered the oath of office to Vice President Andrew Johnson of Tennes-

see. Congress had adjourned in March and would not reconvene until December. 
Throughout the summer and fall, Johnson drew up and executed a plan of reconstruc-
tion without congressional advice.

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR
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DOCUMENT 3
Petition “to the Union Convention of Tennessee Assem-
bled in the Capitol at Nashville,” January 9, 1865

In January 1865, black Tennesseans petitioned a convention of 
white Unionists debating the reorganization of state government.

We the undersigned petitioners, American citizens of African 
descent, natives and residents of tennessee, and devoted friends 
of the great National cause, do most respectfully ask a patient hear-
ing of your honorable body in regard to matters deeply affecting  
the future condition of our unfortunate and long suffering race. . . .

in the contest between the nation and slavery, our unfor-
tunate people have sided, by instinct, with the former. . . . We 
will work, pray, live, and, if need be, die for the union, as 
cheerfully as ever a white patriot died for his country. the 
color of our skin does not lessen in the least degree, our love 
either for God or for the land of our birth. . . .

We know the burdens of citizenship, and are ready to 
bear them. We know the duties of the good citizen, and are 
ready to perform them cheerfully, and would ask to be put in a 
position in which we can discharge them more effectually. . . .

this is a democracy—a government of the people. it should 
aim to make every man, without regard to the color of his skin, 
the amount of his wealth, or the character of his religious faith, 
feel personally interested in its welfare. every man who lives 
under the Government should feel that it is his property, his trea-
sure, the bulwark and defence of himself and his family. . . .

this is not a Democratic Government if a numerous, law-
abiding, industrious, and useful class of citizens, born and 

bred on the soil, are to be treated as aliens and enemies, as 
an inferior degraded class, who must have no voice in the 
Government which they support, protect and defend, with all 
their heart, soul, mind, and body, both in peace and war. . . .

the possibility that the negro suffrage proposition may 
shock popular prejudice at first sight, is not a conclusive 
argument against its wisdom and policy. No proposition ever 
met with more furious or general opposition than the one to 
enlist colored soldiers in the united States army. the oppo-
nents of the measure exclaimed on all hands that the negro 
was a coward; that he would not fight; that one white man, 
with a whip in his hand could put to flight a regiment of them. 
. . . Yet the colored man has fought so well. . . .

the Government has asked the colored man to fight for 
its preservation and gladly has he done it. it can afford to trust 
him with a vote as safely as it trusted him with a bayonet.

Source: Freedom: A Documentary History of Emancipation, 1861–1867, ser. 2, 
vol. 1, The Black Military Experience, 811–16, edited by ira Berlin, Joseph P. 
Reidy, and Leslie S. Rowland. Copyright © 1982.

Questions for Analysis
ANALYZE THE EVIDENCE: What does John Q. A. Dennis’s inter-
pretation of his responsibility as a father say about slavery’s 
ability to destroy slave families?

CONSIDER THE CONTEXT: Why was legal marriage so important 
to ex-slaves?

RECOGNIZE VIEWPOINTS: According to petitioners to the union 
Convention of tennessee, why was the experience of black 
soldiers relevant to black voting rights?

Congress returned to the capital in December to find that, as far as the president 
and former Confederates were concerned, reconstruction was completed. Most Re- 
publicans, however, thought Johnson’s plan made far too few demands of ex-rebels 
and made a mockery of the sacrifice of Union soldiers. They claimed that Johnson’s 
leniency had acted as midwife to the rebirth of the Old South, that he had achieved 
political reunification at the cost of black freedom. Republicans in Congress then pro-
ceeded to dismantle Johnson’s program and substitute a program of their own.

Johnson’s Program of Reconciliation
Born in 1808 in Raleigh, North Carolina, Andrew Johnson was the son of illiterate par-
ents. Self-educated and ambitious, Johnson moved to Tennessee, where he worked as 

1865
–  Lincoln assassinated; Andrew 

Johnson becomes president.
– First black codes enacted.
–  Thirteenth Amendment 

becomes part of Constitution.

1866
–  Civil Rights Act passes.

> CHRONOLOGY

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?
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a tailor, accumulated a fortune in land, acquired five slaves, and built a career in poli-
tics championing the South’s common white people and assailing its “illegitimate, 
swaggering, bastard, scrub aristocracy.” The only senator from a Confederate state to 
remain loyal to the Union, Johnson held the planter class responsible for secession. 
Less than two weeks before he became president, he announced what he would do to 
planters if he ever had the chance: “I would arrest them—I would try them—I would 
convict them and I would hang them.”

A Democrat all his life, Johnson occupied the White House only because the 
Republican Party in 1864 had needed a vice presidential candidate who would appeal 
to loyal, Union-supporting Democrats. Johnson vigorously defended states’ rights (but 
not secession) and opposed Republican efforts to expand the power of the federal  
government. A steadfast supporter of slavery, Johnson had owned slaves until 1862, 
when Tennessee rebels, angry at his Unionism, confiscated them. When he grudgingly 
accepted emancipation, it was more because he hated planters than sympathized with 
slaves. “Damn the negroes,” he said. “I am fighting those traitorous aristocrats, their 
masters.” The new president harbored unshakable racist convictions. Africans, John-
son said, were “inferior to the white man in point of intellect—better calculated in 
physical structure to undergo drudgery and hardship.”

Like Lincoln, Johnson stressed the rapid restoration of civil government in the 
South. Like Lincoln, he promised to pardon most, but not all, ex-rebels. Johnson recog-
nized the state governments created by Lincoln but set out his own requirements for 
restoring the other rebel states to the Union. All that the citizens of a state had to do 
was to renounce the right of secession, deny that the debts of the Confederacy were 
legal and binding, and ratify the Thirteenth Amendment abolishing slavery, which 
became part of the Constitution in December 1865.

Johnson also returned all confiscated and abandoned land to pardoned ex- 
Confederates, even if it was in the hands of freedmen. Reformers were shocked. Instead 
of punishing planters as he had promised, Johnson canceled the promising beginnings 
made by General Sherman and the Freedmen’s Bureau to settle blacks on land of their 
own. As one freedman observed, “Things was hurt by Mr. Lincoln getting killed.”

White Southern Resistance and Black Codes
In the summer of 1865, delegates across the South gathered to draw up the new state 
constitutions required by Johnson’s plan of reconstruction. They refused to accept 
even the president’s mild requirements. Refusing to renounce secession, the South 
Carolina and Georgia conventions merely “repudiated” their secession ordinances, 
preserving in principle their right to secede. South Carolina and Mississippi refused to 
disown their Confederate war debts. Mississippi rejected the Thirteenth Amendment, 
and Alabama rejected it in part. Despite this defiance, Johnson did nothing. White 
Southerners began to think that by standing up for themselves they could shape the 
terms of reconstruction.

New state governments across the South adopted a series of laws known as black 
codes, which made a travesty of black freedom. The codes sought to keep ex-slaves 
subordinate to whites by subjecting them to every sort of discrimination. Several states 
made it illegal for blacks to own a gun. Mississippi made insulting gestures and lan-
guage by blacks a criminal offense. The codes barred blacks from jury duty. Not a 
single southern state granted any black the right to vote.

At the core of the black codes, however, lay the matter of labor. Legislators sought 
to hustle freedmen back to the plantations. Whites were almost universally opposed to 
black landownership. Whitelaw Reid, a northern visitor to the South, found that the 
“man who should sell small tracts to them would be in actual personal danger.” South 

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

black codes
Laws passed by state 
governments in the South in 
1865 and 1866 that sought to 
keep ex-slaves subordinate to 
whites. At the core of the black 
codes lay the desire to force 
freedmen back to the plantations.
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Carolina attempted to limit blacks to either farmwork or domestic service by requiring 
them to pay annual taxes of $10 to $100 to work in any other occupation. Mississippi 
declared that blacks who did not possess written evidence of employment could be 
declared vagrants and be subject to involuntary plantation labor. Under so-called 
apprenticeship laws, courts bound thousands of black children—orphans and others 
whose parents they deemed unable to support them—to work for planter “guardians.”

Johnson refused to intervene. A staunch defender of states’ rights, he believed 
that citizens of every state should be free to write their own constitutions and laws. 
Moreover, Johnson was as eager as other white Southerners to restore white suprem-
acy. “White men alone must manage the South,” he declared.

Johnson also recognized that his do-nothing response offered him political advan-
tage. A conservative Tennessee Democrat at the head of a northern Republican Party, 
he had begun to look southward for political allies. Despite tough talk about punishing 
traitors, he personally pardoned fourteen thousand wealthy or high-ranking ex- 
Confederates. By pardoning powerful whites, by accepting state governments even 
when they failed to satisfy his minimal demands, and by acquiescing in the black 
codes, he won useful southern friends.

In the fall elections of 1865, white Southerners dramatically expressed their mood. 
To represent them in Congress, they chose former Confederates. Of the eighty senators 
and representatives they sent to Washington, fifteen had served in the Confederate 
army, ten of them as generals. Another sixteen had served in civil and judicial posts in 
the Confederacy. Nine others had served in the Confederate Congress. One—Alexander 
Stephens—had been vice president of the Confederacy. As one Georgian remarked, “It 
looked as though Richmond had moved to Washington.”

Expansion of Federal Authority  
and Black Rights
Southerners had blundered monumentally. They had assumed that what Andrew John-
son was willing to accept, Republicans would accept as well. But southern intransi-
gence compelled even moderates to conclude that ex-rebels were a “generation of 
vipers,” still untrustworthy and dangerous. The black codes became a symbol of south-
ern intentions to “restore all of slavery but its name.” “We tell the white men of Mis-
sissippi,” the Chicago Tribune roared, “that the men of the North will convert the State 
of Mississippi into a frog pond before they will allow such laws to disgrace one foot of 
the soil in which the bones of our soldiers sleep and over which the flag of freedom 
waves.”

The moderate majority of the Republican Party wanted only assurance that slavery 
and treason were dead. They did not champion black equality, the confiscation of plan-
tations, or black voting, as did the Radical minority within the party. But southern obsti-
nacy had succeeded in forging unity (at least temporarily) among Republican factions. 
In December 1865, Republicans refused to seat the southern representatives elected in 
the fall elections. Rather than accept Johnson’s claim that the “work of restoration” 
was done, Congress challenged his executive power.

Republican senator Lyman Trumbull declared that the president’s policy meant 
that an ex-slave would “be tyrannized over, abused, and virtually reenslaved without 
some legislation by the nation for his protection.” Early in 1866, the moderates pro-
duced two bills that strengthened the federal shield. The first, the Freedmen’s Bureau 
bill, prolonged the life of the agency established by the previous Congress. Arguing 
that the Constitution never contemplated a “system for the support of indigent per-
sons,” President Andrew Johnson vetoed the bill. Congress failed by a narrow margin 
to override the president’s veto.

What did Andrew Johnson 
hope to accomplish through 
his plan for and execution of 
presidential reconstruction?

>  UNDERSTAND  
POINTS OF VIEW

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?
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The moderates designed their second measure, what would become the Civil 
Rights Act of 1866, to nullify the black codes by affirming African Americans’ rights 
to “full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of person and 
property as is enjoyed by white citizens.” The act boldly required the end of racial dis-
crimination in state laws and represented an extraordinary expansion of black rights 
and federal authority. The president argued that the civil rights bill amounted to 
“unconstitutional invasion of states’ rights” and vetoed it. In essence, he denied that 
the federal government possessed the authority to protect the civil rights of African 
Americans.

In April 1866, an incensed Republican Party again pushed the civil rights bill 
through Congress and overrode the presidential veto. In July, it passed another Freed-
men’s Bureau bill and overrode Johnson’s veto. For the first time in American history, 
Congress had overridden presidential vetoes of major legislation. As a worried South 
Carolinian observed, Johnson had succeeded in uniting the Republicans and probably 
touched off “a fight this fall such as has never been seen.”

What circumstances led 
even moderate Republicans 
to support the Civil Rights 
Act of 1866?

>  PLACE EVENTS  
IN CONTEXT

> QUICK REVIEW

When the southern states passed the black codes, how did 
the u.S. Congress respond?

How radical was congressional 
reconstruction?
>

1866
–  Congress approves 

Fourteenth Amendment.
–  American Equal Rights 

Association founded.

1867
–  Military Reconstruction Act 

passes.
–  Tenure of Office Act passes.

1868
–  Impeachment trial of 

President Johnson held.

1869
–  Congress approves Fifteenth 

Amendment.

> CHRONOLOGY By the summer of 1866, President Andrew Johnson and Congress had dropped 
their gloves and stood toe-to-toe in a bare-knuckle contest unprecedented in 
American history. Johnson made it clear that he would not budge on either  

constitutional issues or policy. Moderate Republicans responded by amending the Con-
stitution. But the obstinacy of Johnson and white Southerners pushed Republican mod-
erates ever closer to the Radicals and to acceptance of additional federal intervention 
in the South. To end presidential interference, Congress voted to impeach the president 
for the first time since the nation was formed. Soon after, Congress also debated 
whether to make voting rights color-blind, while women sought to make voting  
sex-blind as well. 

The Fourteenth Amendment and Escalating 
Violence
In June 1866, Congress passed the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, and 
two years later the states ratified it. The most important provisions of this complex 
amendment made all native-born or naturalized persons American citizens and prohib-
ited states from abridging the “privileges and immunities” of citizens, depriving them 
of “life, liberty, or property without due process of law,” and denying them “equal 

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

Civil Rights Act of 1866
Legislation passed by Congress 
in 1866 that nullified the black 
codes and affirmed that black 
Americans should have equal 
benefit of the law. President 
Andrew Johnson vetoed this 
expansion of black rights and 
federal authority, but Congress 
later overrode his veto.
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protection of the laws.” By making blacks national citizens, the amendment provided a 
national guarantee of equality before the law. In essence, it protected blacks against 
violation by southern state governments.

The Fourteenth Amendment also dealt with voting rights. It gave Congress the 
right to reduce the congressional representation of states that withheld suffrage from 
some of its adult male population. In other words, white Southerners could either 
allow black men to vote or see their representation in Washington slashed. Whatever 
happened, Republicans stood to benefit from the Fourteenth Amendment. If southern 
whites granted voting rights to freedmen, Republicans would gain valuable black 
votes. If whites refused, the number of southern 
Democrats in Congress would plunge. 

The Fourteenth Amendment’s suffrage  
provisions ignored the small band of women 
who had emerged from the war demanding  
“the ballot for the two disenfranchised classes, 
negroes and women.” Founding the American 
Equal Rights Association in 1866, Susan B. 
Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton lobbied  
for “a government by the people, and the whole 
people; for the people and the whole people.” 
They felt betrayed when their old antislavery 
allies refused to work for their goals. “It was the 
Negro’s hour,” Frederick Douglass explained. 
Senator Charles Sumner suggested that woman 
suffrage could be “the great question of the 
future.”

The Fourteenth Amendment provided for 
punishment of any state that excluded voters 
on the basis of race but not on the basis of sex. 

VISUAL ACTIVITY

◀ Reconstruction Cartoon This 
1865 cartoon pokes fun at two 
Richmond ladies as they pass by a 
Union officer on their way to receive 
free government rations. One says 
sourly to the other, “Don’t you think 
that Yankee must feel like shrinking 
into his boots before such high-
toned Southern ladies as we?” The 

New York Public Library/Art Resource, NY. 

READING THE IMAGE: Just a step 
behind is a smiling black woman. 
What does her expression say 
about her impression of the scene 
taking place in front of her?
CONNECTIONS: What do these 
white women suggest about the 
white South’s attitude toward 
defeat and reconstruction?

◀ Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 
Susan B. Anthony Stanton, 
seated, and Anthony, shown in their 
later years, were lifelong friends and 
veteran reformers who advocated, 
among other things, improved 
working conditions for labor,  
married women’s property rights, 
liberalization of divorce laws, and 
women’s admission into colleges 
and trade schools. Their broad 
agenda led some conservatives to 
oppose women’s political rights 
because they equated the suffragist 
cause with radicalism in general. 
Library of Congress, 3a02558.

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?

Fourteenth Amendment
Constitutional amendment 
passed in 1866 that made 
all native-born or naturalized 
persons u.S. citizens and 
prohibited states from abridging 
the rights of national citizens. the 
amendment hoped to provide a 
guarantee of equality before the 
law for black citizens.
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The amendment also introduced the word male into the Constitution when it referred 
to a citizen’s right to vote. Stanton predicted that “if that word ‘male’ be inserted, it 
will take us a century at least to get it out.”

Tennessee approved the Fourteenth Amendment in July, and Congress promptly 
welcomed the state’s represen tatives and senators back. Had President Johnson 
counseled other southern states to ratify this relatively mild amendment, they  
might have listened. Instead, Johnson advised Southerners to reject the Fourteenth 
Amendment and to rely on him to trounce the Republicans in the fall congressional 
elections.

Johnson had decided to make the Fourteenth Amendment the overriding issue  
of the 1866 elections and to gather its white opponents into a new conservative 
party, the National Union Party. The president’s strategy suffered a setback when 
whites in several southern cities went on rampages against blacks. Mobs killed 
thirty-four blacks in New Orleans and forty-six blacks in Memphis. The slaughter 
shocked Northerners and renewed skepticism about Johnson’s claim that southern 
whites could be trusted. “Who doubts that the Freedmen’s Bureau ought to be abol-

ished forthwith,” a New Yorker observed sarcastically, “and 
the blacks remitted to the paternal care of their old masters, 
who ‘understand the nigger, you know, a great deal better 
than the Yankees can.’”

The 1866 elections resulted in an overwhelming Republican 
victory. Johnson had bet that Northerners would not  support 
federal protection of black rights and that a racist backlash 
would blast the Republican Party. But the war was still fresh  
in northern minds, and as one Republican explained, southern 
whites “with all their intelligence were traitors, the blacks with 
all their ignorance were loyal.”

Radical Reconstruction  
and Military Rule
When Johnson continued to urge Southerners to reject the 
Fourteenth Amendment, every southern state except Tennes-
see voted it down. “The last one of the sinful ten,” thundered 
Representative James A. Garfield of Ohio, “has flung back 
into our teeth the magnanimous offer of a generous nation.” 
After the South rejected the moderates’ program, the Radi-
cals seized the initiative. 

Each act of defiance by southern whites had boosted 
the standing of the Radicals within the Republican Party. 
Except for freedmen themselves, no one did more to make 
freedom the “mighty moral question of the age.” Radicals 
such as Massachusetts senator Charles Sumner and  Pennsylvania 
representative Thaddeus Stevens united in demanding civil 
and political equality. Southern states were “like clay in  
the hands of the potter,” Stevens declared in January 1867, 
and he called on Congress to begin reconstruction all  
over again.

In March 1867, Congress overturned the Johnson  
state governments and initiated military rule of the South. 

▲ “This Is a White Man’s Government” (1868) This Thomas 
Nast cartoon lambasts the Democratic Party’s recent platform 
advocating white supremacy. Nast portrays the Democrats as a 
white Southerner with a knife, a stereotyped Irishman with a club, 
and a plutocrat lifting a wallet that reads, “capital for votes.” They 
all rest a foot on the back of a prostrate African American soldier. 
Library of Congress, 3c21735.

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

What political constituencies 
in the united States showed 
strong support for the 
Fourteenth Amendment, and 
which provisions, in particular, 
appealed to those groups?

>  PLACE EVENTS  
IN CONTEXT
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The Military Reconstruction Act (and three subsequent acts) divided the ten unre-
constructed Confederate states into five military districts. Congress placed a Union 
general in charge of each district and instructed him to “suppress insurrection, dis-
order, and violence” and to begin political reform. After the military had completed 
voter registration, which would include black men, voters in each state would elect 
delegates to conventions that would draw up new state constitutions. Each constitu-
tion would guarantee black suffrage. When the voters of each state had approved 
the constitution and the state legislature had ratified the Fourteenth Amendment, 
the state could submit its work to Congress. If Congress approved, the state’s sena-
tors and representatives could be seated, and political reunification would be 
accomplished.

Radicals proclaimed the provision for black suffrage “a prodigious triumph,” for it 
extended far beyond the limited suffrage provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment. 
When combined with the disfranchisement of thousands of ex-rebels, it promised to 
cripple any neo-Confederate resurgence and guarantee Republican state governments 
in the South.

Despite its bold suffrage provision, the Military Reconstruction Act of 1867 disap-
pointed those who also advocated the confiscation of southern plantations and their 
redistribution to ex-slaves. Thaddeus Stevens agreed with the freedman who said, 
“Give us our own land and we take care of ourselves, but without land, the old masters 
can hire us or starve us, as they please.” But most Republicans believed they had pro-
vided blacks with what they needed: equal legal rights and the ballot. Besides, confis-
cation was too radical, even for some Radicals. Confiscating private property, declared 
the New York Times, “strikes at the root of all property rights in both sections. It con-
cerns Massachusetts quite as much as Mississippi.” If blacks were to get land, they 
would have to gain it themselves.

Declaring that he would rather sever his right arm than sign such a formula for 
“anarchy and chaos,” Andrew Johnson vetoed the Military Reconstruction Act, but 
Congress overrode his veto. With the passage of the Reconstruction Acts of 1867, con-
gressional reconstruction was virtually completed. Congress left whites owning most 
of the South’s land but, in a departure that justified the term radical reconstruction, 
had given black men the ballot.

Impeaching a President
Despite his defeats, Andrew Johnson had no intention of yielding control of reconstruc-
tion. In a dozen ways, he sabotaged Congress’s will and encouraged southern whites 
to resist. He issued a flood of pardons, waged war against the Freedmen’s Bureau, and 
replaced Union generals eager to enforce Congress’s Reconstruction Acts with conser-
vative officers eager to block them. Johnson claimed that he was merely defending the 
“violated Constitution.” At bottom, however, the president subverted congressional 
reconstruction to protect southern whites from what he considered the horrors of 
“Negro domination.”

Radicals argued that Johnson’s abuse of constitutional powers and his failure  
to fulfill constitutional obligations to enforce the law were impeachable offenses. 
According to the Constitution, the House of Representatives can impeach and the 
Senate can try any federal official for “treason, bribery, or other high crimes and mis-
demeanors.” But moderates interpreted the Constitution to mean violation of criminal 
statutes. As long as Johnson refrained from breaking the law, impeachment (the pro-
cess of formal charges of wrongdoing against the president or other federal official) 
remained stalled.
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Reconstruction Military 
Districts, 1867

How and why did 
Reconstruction evolve and 
change between 1865 and 
1867?

>  TRACE CHANGE OVER TIME

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?

Military Reconstruction 
Act
Congressional act of March 
1867 that initiated military rule 
of the South. Congressional 
reconstruction divided the ten 
unreconstructed Confederate 
states into five military districts, 
each under the direction of a 
union general. it also established 
the procedure by which 
unreconstructed states could 
reenter the union.
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Then in August 1867, Johnson suspended Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton from 
office. As required by the Tenure of Office Act, which demanded the approval of the Senate 
for the removal of any government official who had been appointed with Senate approval, the 
president requested the Senate to consent to Stanton’s dismissal. When the Senate balked, 
Johnson removed Stanton anyway. “Is the President crazy, or only drunk?” asked a dumb-
founded Republican moderate. “I’m afraid his doings will make us all favor impeachment.”

News of Johnson’s open defiance of the law convinced every Republican in the 
House to vote for a resolution impeaching the president. Supreme Court chief justice 
Salmon Chase presided over the Senate trial, which lasted from March until May 1868. 
When the vote came, thirty-five senators voted guilty and nineteen not guilty. The 
impeachment forces fell one vote short of the two-thirds needed to convict.

After his trial, Johnson called a truce, and for the remaining ten months of his 
term, congressional reconstruction proceeded unhindered by presidential interference. 
Without interference from Johnson, Congress revisited the suffrage issue.

The Fifteenth Amendment and Women’s 
Demands
In February 1869, Republicans passed the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution, 
which prohibited states from depriving any citizen of the right to vote because of “race, 
color, or previous condition of servitude.” The Reconstruction Acts of 1867 already required 
black suffrage in the South; the Fifteenth Amendment extended black voting nationwide.

Some Republicans, however, found the final wording of the Fifteenth Amendment 
“lame and halting.” Rather than absolutely guaranteeing the right to vote, the amend-
ment merely prohibited exclusion on grounds of race. The distinction would prove to be 
significant. In time, white Southerners would devise tests of literacy and property and 
other apparently nonracial measures that would effectively disfranchise blacks yet not 
violate the Fifteenth Amendment. But an amendment that fully guaranteed the right to 
vote courted defeat outside the South. Rising antiforeign sentiment—against the Chi-
nese in California and European immigrants in the Northeast—caused states to resist 
giving up total control of suffrage requirements. In March 1870, after three-fourths of 
the states had ratified it, the Fifteenth Amendment became part of the Constitution.

Woman suffrage advocates, however, were sorely disappointed with the Fifteenth 
Amendment’s failure to extend voting rights to women. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 
Susan B. Anthony condemned the Republicans’ “negro first” strategy and pointed out 
that women remained “the only class of citizens wholly unrepresented in the govern-
ment.” Increasingly, activist women concluded that woman “must not put her trust in 
man.” The Fifteenth Amendment severed the early feminist movement from its aboli-
tionist roots. Over the next several decades, feminists established an independent 
suffrage crusade that drew millions of women into political life.

Republicans took enough satisfaction in the Fifteenth Amendment to conclude that 
black suffrage was the “last great point that remained to be settled of the issues of the war” 
and promptly scratched the “Negro question” from the agenda of national politics. Even 
that steadfast crusader for equality Wendell Phillips concluded that the black man now held 
“sufficient shield in his own hands. . . . Whatever he suffers will be largely now, and in 
future, his own fault.” Northerners had no idea of the violent struggles that lay ahead.

Why did many woman’s 
rights activists, most of 
whom had cut their political 
teeth in the abolitionist 
movement, abandon the 
black freedom struggle in 
the late 1860s?

>  CONSIDER CAUSE  
AND EFFECT

> QUICK REVIEW

Why did Congress impeach President Andrew Johnson?

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

Fifteenth Amendment
Constitutional amendment 
passed in February 1869 
prohibiting states from depriving 
any citizen of the right to vote 
because of “race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude.” 
it extended black suffrage 
nationwide. Woman suffrage 
advocates were disappointed 
that the amendment failed to 
extend voting rights to women.
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Northerners believed they had discharged their responsibilities with the Re- 
construction Acts and the amendments to the Constitution, but Southerners 
knew that the battle had just begun. Black suffrage had destroyed traditional 

southern politics and established the foundation for the rise of the Republican Party. 
Gathering outsiders and outcasts, southern Republicans won elections, wrote new 
state constitutions, and formed new state governments.

Challenging the established class for political control was dangerous business. 
Equally dangerous were the confrontations that took place on southern farms and  
plantations, where blacks sought to give fuller meaning to their newly won legal and 
political equality. Ex-masters had their own ideas about the labor system that should 
replace slavery, and freedom remained contested territory. Southerners fought pitched 
battles with one another to determine the contours of their new world.

Freedmen, Yankees, and Yeomen
African Americans made up the majority of southern Republicans. After gaining voting 
rights in 1867, nearly all eligible black men registered to vote as Republicans, grateful 
to the party that had freed them and granted them the franchise. “It is the hardest 
thing in the world to keep a negro away from the polls,” observed an Alabama white 
man. Southern blacks did not all have identical political priorities, but they united in 
their desire for education and equal treatment before the law.

Northern whites who made the South their home after the war were a second ele-
ment of the South’s Republican Party. Conservative white Southerners called them 

carpetbaggers, opportunists who stuffed all their belongings in a single carpet-sided 
suitcase and headed south to “fatten on our misfortunes.” But most Northerners who 
moved south were young men who looked upon the South as they did the West—as a 
promising place to make a living. Northerners in the southern Republican Party sup-
ported programs that encouraged vigorous economic development along the lines of 
the northern free-labor model.

Southern whites made up the third element of the South’s Republican Party. 
Approximately one out of four white Southerners voted Republican. The other three 
condemned the one who did as a traitor to his region and his race and called him a 

scalawag, a term for runty horses and low-down, good-for-nothing rascals. Yeoman 
farmers accounted for the majority of southern white Republicans. Some were Union-
ists who emerged from the war with bitter memories of Confederate persecution. 
Others were small farmers who wanted to end state governments’ favoritism toward 
plantation owners. Yeomen supported initiatives for public schools and for expanding 
economic opportunity in the South.

The South’s Republican Party, then, was made up of freedmen, Yankees, and 
yeomen—an improbable coalition. The mix of races, regions, and classes inevitably 
meant friction as each group maneuvered to define the party. But Reconstruction 
represented an extraordinary moment in American politics: Blacks and whites joined 
together in the Republican Party to pursue political change. Formally, of course, only 
men participated in politics—casting ballots and holding offices—but white and black 
women also played a part in the political struggle by joining in parades and rallies, 
attending stump speeches, and even campaigning.

What brought the elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition together?
>

1866
– Ku Klux Klan founded.

1867
–  Southern African Americans 

gain voting rights under 
Military Reconstruction Act.

–  Southern states hold 
elections for state convention 
delegates.

1875
–  One-half of South Carolina’s 

and Mississippi’s children, the 
majority black, attend school.

–  Sharecropping is dominant 
labor system for rural southern 
blacks.

> CHRONOLOGY

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?

carpetbaggers
Southerners’ pejorative term for 
northern migrants who sought 
opportunity in the South after 
the Civil War. Northern migrants 
formed an important part of the 
southern Republican Party.

scalawag
A derogatory term that 
Southerners applied to southern 
white Republicans, who were 
seen as traitors to the South. 
Most were yeoman farmers.
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Most whites in the South condemned southern Republicans as illegitimate and felt 
justified in doing whatever they could to stamp them out. Violence against blacks—the 
“white terror”—took brutal institutional form in 1866 with the formation in Tennessee 

of the Ku Klux Klan, a social club of Confederate veterans that quickly developed into 
a paramilitary organization supporting Democrats. The Klan went on a rampage of 
whipping, hanging, shooting, burning, and throat-cutting to defeat Republicans and 
restore white supremacy. Rapid demobilization of the Union army after the war left 
only twenty thousand troops to patrol the entire South. Without effective military 
protection, southern Republicans had to take care of themselves.

Republican Rule
In the fall of 1867, southern states held elections for delegates to state constitutional con-
ventions, as required by the Reconstruction Acts. About 40 percent of the white elector-
ate stayed home because they had been disfranchised or because they had decided to 
boycott politics. Republicans won three-fourths of the seats. About 15 percent of the 
Republican delegates to the conventions were Northerners who had moved south, 25 
percent were African Americans, and 60 percent were white Southerners. As a British 
visitor observed, the delegate elections reflected “the mighty revolution that had taken 
place in America.”

The conventions brought together serious, purposeful men who hammered out  
the legal framework for a new order. The reconstruction constitutions introduced two 
broad categories of changes in the South: those that reduced aristocratic privilege and 
increased democratic equality and those that expanded the state’s responsibility for the 
general welfare. In the first category, the constitutions adopted universal male suffrage, 
abolished property qualifications for holding office, and made more offices elective and 
fewer appointed. In the second category, they enacted prison reform; made the state 
responsible for caring for orphans, the insane, and the deaf and mute; and exempted 
debtors’ homes from seizure.

To Democrats, however, these progressive constitutions looked like wild revolution. 
They were blind to the fact that no constitution confiscated and redistributed land, as vir-
tually every former slave wished, or disfranchised ex-rebels wholesale, as most southern 
Unionists advocated. And Democrats were convinced that the new constitutions initiated 

“Negro domination.” In fact, 
although 80 percent of Republican 
voters were black men, only  
6 percent of Southerners in 
Congress during Reconstruction 
were black (Figure 16.1). The 
sixteen black men in Congress 
included exceptional men, such  
as Representative James T. Rapier 
of Alabama. No state legislature 
experienced “Negro rule,” despite 
black majorities in the populations 
of some states.

Southern voters ratified the 
new constitutions and swept 
Republicans into power. When the 
former Confederate states ratified 
the Fourteenth Amendment, Con-
gress readmitted them. Southern 
Republicans then turned to a 

What did white Southerners 
who supported the 
Republican Party hope to 
gain for themselves and 
their region?

>  UNDERSTAND  
POINTS OF VIEW

Blacks

Whites

1865–1877

6%

93%

FIGURE 16.1 ▶ Southern 
Congressional Delegations, 
1865–1877 The statistics 
contradict the myth of black 
domination of congressional 
representation during 
Reconstruction.

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR

Ku Klux Klan
A social club of Confederate 
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staggering array of problems. Wartime destruction littered the landscape. Making matters 
worse, racial harassment and reactionary violence dogged Southerners who sought reform. 
Democrats mocked Republican officeholders as ignorant field hands who had only “agricul-
tural degrees” and “brick yard diplomas,” but Republicans began a serious effort to rebuild 
and reform the region.

Activity focused on three areas—education, civil rights, and economic develop-
ment. Every state inaugurated a system of public education. Before the Civil War, 
whites had deliberately kept slaves illiterate, and planter-dominated governments 
rarely spent tax money to educate the children of yeomen. By 1875, half of Mississip-
pi’s and South Carolina’s eligible children were attending school. Although schools 
were underfunded, literacy rates rose sharply. Public schools were racially segregated, 
but education remained for many blacks a tangible, deeply satisfying benefit of free-
dom and Republican rule. 

State legislatures also attacked racial discrimination and defended civil rights. Repub-
licans especially resisted efforts to segregate blacks from whites in public transportation. 
Mississippi levied fines and jail terms for owners of railroads and steamboats that pushed 
blacks into “smoking cars” or to lower decks. But passing color-blind laws was one thing; 
enforcing them was another. A Mississippian complained: “Education amounts to nothing, 
good behavior counts for nothing, even money cannot buy for a colored man or woman 
decent treatment and the comforts that white people claim and can obtain.” Despite the 

▲ Students at a Freedmen’s School in Virginia, ca. 1870s “The people are hungry and thirsty after knowledge,” a 
former slave observed immediately after the Civil War. African American leader Booker T. Washington remembered “a whole 
race trying to go to school.” Students at this Virginia school stand in front of their log-cabin classroom reading books. For 
people long forbidden to learn to read and write, literacy symbolized freedom. Photo12/UIG/Getty Images.
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laws, segregation—later called Jim Crow—developed at 
white insistence. Determined to underscore the social 
inferiority of blacks, whites saw to it that separation by 
race became a feature of southern life long before the 
end of the Reconstruction era.

Republican governments also launched ambitious 
programs of economic development. They envisioned a 
South of diversified agriculture, roaring factories, and 
booming towns. State legislatures chartered scores of 
banks and industrial companies, appropriated funds to 
fix ruined levees and drain swamps, and went on a rail-
road-building binge. These efforts fell far short of solv-
ing the South’s economic troubles, however. Republican 
spending to stimulate economic growth also meant ris-
ing taxes and enormous debt that siphoned funds from 
schools and other programs.

The southern Republicans’ record, then, was 
mixed. To their credit, the biracial party adopted an 
ambitious agenda to change the South. But money was 
scarce, the Democrats continued their harassment, and 
factionalism threatened the Republican Party from 
within. Moreover, corruption infected Republican gov-
ernments. Nonetheless, the Republican Party made 
headway in its efforts to purge the South of aristocratic 
privilege and racist oppression. Republican govern-
ments had less success in overthrowing the long-estab-
lished white oppression of black farm laborers in the 
rural South.

White Landlords, Black 
Sharecroppers
Ex-slaves who wished to escape slave labor and ex-
masters who wanted to reinstitute old ways clashed 
repeatedly. Except for having to pay subsistence 
wages, planters had not been required to offer many 
concessions to emancipation. They continued to 
believe that African Americans would not work with-
out coercion. A Tennessee man declared two years 
after the war ended that blacks were “a trifling set of 

lazy devils who will never make a living without Masters.” Whites moved quickly to 
restore as much of slavery as they could get away with. 

Ex-slaves resisted every effort to turn back the clock. They argued that if any class 
could be described as “lazy,” it was the planters, who, as one former slave noted, 
“lived in idleness all their lives on stolen labor.” Freedmen believed that land of their 
own would anchor their economic independence and end planters’ interference in their 
personal lives. They could then, for example, make their own decisions about whether 
women and children would labor in the fields. Indeed, within months after the war, 
perhaps one-third of black women abandoned field labor to work on chores in their 
own cabins just as poor white women did. Black women also negotiated about work 
ex-mistresses wanted done in the big house. Hundreds of thousands of black children 

What do the policies 
southern reconstruction 
legislators pursued suggest 
about what kind of society 
they hoped to create in the 
new South?

> ANALYZE EVIDENCE

▲ Black Woman in Cotton Fields, Thomasville, 
Georgia Few images of everyday black women during the 
Reconstruction era survive. This 1895 photograph 
poignantly depicts the post–Civil War labor struggle, when 
white landlords wanted emancipated slaves to continue 
working in the fields. Freedom allowed some women to 
escape field labor, but not this Georgian. Her headdress 
protected her from the fierce heat, and her bare feet reveal 
the hardships of her life. Courtesy, Georgia Archives, Vanishing 

Georgia Collection tho096.
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enrolled in school. But without their own land, ex-slaves had little choice but to work 
on plantations. 

Although forced to return to the planters’ fields, they resisted efforts to restore 
slavelike conditions. Instead of working for wages, a South Carolinian observed, “the 
negroes all seem disposed to rent land,” which increased their independence from 
whites. Out of this tug-of-war between white landlords and black laborers emerged a 
new system of southern agriculture.

Sharecropping was a compromise that offered something to both ex-masters and 
ex-slaves but satisfied neither. Under the new system, planters divided their cotton plan-
tations into small farms that freedmen rented, paying with a share of each year’s crop, 
usually half. Sharecropping gave blacks more freedom than the system of wages and 
labor gangs and released them from day-to-day supervision by whites. Black families 
abandoned the old slave quarters and built separate cabins for themselves on the 
patches of land they rented (Map 16.1). Still, most black families remained dependent on 
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MAP ACTIVITY

Map 16.1 ▲ A Southern Plantation in 1860 and 1881 These maps of the Barrow plantation in Georgia 
illustrate some of the ways in which ex-slaves expressed their freedom. Freedmen and freedwomen deserted 
the clustered living quarters behind the master’s house, scattered over the plantation, built family cabins, and 
farmed rented land. The former Barrow slaves also worked together to build a school and a church. 

READING THE MAP: Compare the number and size of the slave quarters in 1860 with the homes of the 
former slaves in 1881. How do they differ? Which buildings were prominently located along the road in 
1860, and which could be found along the road in 1881?
CONNECTIONS: How might the former master feel about the new configuration of buildings on the planta-
tion in 1881? In what ways did the new system of sharecropping replicate the old system of plantation 
agriculture? In what ways was it different?
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white landlords, who had the power to evict them at the end of each growing season. 
For planters, sharecropping offered a way to resume agricultural production, but it did 
not allow them to restore the old slave plantation. 

Sharecropping introduced the country merchant into the agricultural equation. 
Landlords supplied sharecroppers with land, mules, seeds, and tools, but blacks also 
needed credit to obtain essential food and clothing before they harvested their crops. 
Under an arrangement called a crop lien, a merchant would advance goods to a share-
cropper in exchange for a lien, or legal claim, on the farmer’s future crop. Some mer-
chants charged exorbitant rates of interest, as much as 60 percent, on the goods they 
sold. At the end of the growing season, after the landlord had taken half of the farmer’s 
crop for rent, the merchant took most of the rest. Sometimes, the farmer did not earn 
enough to repay the debt to the merchant, so he would have to borrow more from the 
merchant and begin the cycle again.

An experiment at first, sharecropping soon dominated the cotton South. Lien mer-
chants forced tenants to plant cotton, which was easy to sell, instead of food crops. The 
result was excessive production of cotton and falling cotton prices, developments that 
cost thousands of small white farmers their land and pushed them into the great army of 
sharecroppers. The new sharecropping system of agriculture took shape just as the polit-
ical power of Republicans in the South began to buckle under Democratic pressure.

How did the new system 
of sharecropping compare 
to the old southern system 
of plantation slavery, 
considering their impacts 
on African Americans, white 
farmers, and the southern 
economy?

>  COMPARE AND CONTRAST

> QUICK REVIEW

How did politics and economic concerns shape 
Reconstruction in the South?

By 1870, after a decade of war and reconstruction, Northerners wanted to  
put “the southern problem” behind them. Practical business-minded men 
came to dominate the Republican Party, replacing the band of reformers and 

idealists who had been prominent in the 1860s. Civil War hero Ulysses S. Grant suc-
ceeded Andrew Johnson as president in 1869 and quickly became an issue himself, 
proving that brilliance on the battlefield does not necessarily translate into accom-
plishment in the White House. As northern commitment to defend black freedom 
eroded, southern commitment to white supremacy intensified. Without northern pro-
tection, southern Republicans were no match for the Democrats’ economic coercion, 
political fraud, and bloody violence. One by one, Republican state governments fell 
in the South. The election of 1876 both confirmed and completed the collapse of 
reconstruction.

Grant’s Troubled Presidency
In 1868, the Republican Party’s presidential nomination went to Ulysses S. Grant, 
the North’s favorite general. His Democratic opponent, Horatio Seymour of New 
York, ran on a platform that blasted reconstruction as “a flagrant usurpation of 
power . . . unconstitutional, revolutionary, and void.” The Republicans answered by 
“waving the bloody shirt”—that is, they reminded voters that the Democrats were 
“the party of rebellion.” Despite a reign of terror in the South, costing hundreds of 
Republicans their lives, Grant gained a narrow 309,000-vote margin in the popular 

Why did Reconstruction collapse?>
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vote and a substantial victory (214 votes to 80) in the electoral 
college (Map 16.2). 

Grant was not as good a president as he was a general. The 
talents he had demonstrated on the battlefield—decisiveness, 
clarity, and resolution—were less obvious in the White House. 
Grant sought both justice for blacks and sectional reconciliation. 
But he surrounded himself with fumbling kinfolk and old friends 
from his army days and made a string of dubious appointments 
that led to a series of damaging scandals. Charges of corruption 
tainted his vice president, Schuyler Colfax, and brought down 
two of his cabinet officers. Though never personally implicated 
in any scandal, Grant was aggravatingly naive and blind to the 
rot that filled his administration. Republican congressman James 
A. Garfield declared: “His imperturbability is amazing. I am in 
doubt whether to call it greatness or stupidity.”

In 1872, anti-Grant Republicans bolted and launched the 
Liberal Party. To clean up the graft and corruption, Liberals pro-
posed ending the spoils system, by which victorious parties 
rewarded loyal workers with public office, and replacing it with 
a nonpartisan civil service commission that would oversee com-
petitive examinations for appointment to office. Liberals also demanded that the fed-
eral government remove its troops from the South and restore “home rule” (southern 
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MAP 16.2 ▲ The Election of 1868

▲ Grant and Scandal This anti-Grant cartoon by Thomas Nast, the nation’s most celebrated 
political cartoonist, shows the president falling headfirst into the barrel of fraud and corruption that 
tainted his administration. During Grant’s eight years in the White House, many members of his 
administration failed him. Sometimes duped, sometimes merely loyal, Grant stubbornly defended 
wrongdoers, even to the point of perjuring himself to keep an aide out of jail. Picture Research 

Consultants & Archives.
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white control). Democrats liked the Liberals’ southern policy and endorsed the Liberal 
presidential candidate, Horace Greeley, the longtime editor of the New York Tribune. 
The nation, however, still felt enormous affection for the man who had saved the Union 
and reelected Grant with 56 percent of the popular vote.

Northern Resolve Withers
Although Grant genuinely wanted to see blacks’ civil and political rights protected,  
he understood that most Northerners had grown weary of reconstruction and were 
increasingly willing to let southern whites manage their own affairs. Citizens wanted 
to shift their attention to other issues, especially after the nation slipped into a devas-
tating economic depression in 1873. More than eighteen thousand businesses col-
lapsed, leaving more than a million workers on the streets. Northern businessmen 
wanted to invest in the South but believed that recurrent federal intrusion was itself a 
major cause of instability in the region. Republican leaders began to question the wis-
dom of their party’s alliance with the South’s lower classes—its small farmers and 
sharecroppers. One member of Grant’s administration proposed allying with the 
“thinking and influential native southerners . . . the intelligent, well-to-do, and control-
ling class.”

Congress, too, wanted to leave reconstruction behind, but southern Republicans 
made that difficult. When the South’s Republicans begged for federal protection from 
increasing Klan violence, Congress enacted three laws in 1870 and 1871 that were 
intended to break the back of white terrorism. The severest of the three, the Ku Klux 
Klan Act (1871), made interference with voting rights a felony. Federal marshals 
arrested thousands of Klansmen and came close to destroying the Klan, but they did 
not end all terrorism against blacks. Congress also passed the Civil Rights Act of 1875, 
which boldly outlawed racial discrimination in transportation, public accommodations, 
and juries. But federal authorities never enforced the law aggressively, and segrega-
tion remained the rule throughout the South.

By the early 1870s, the Republican Party had lost its leading champions of African 
American rights to death or defeat at the polls. Other Republicans concluded that the 
quest for black equality was mistaken or hopelessly naive. In May 1872, Congress 
restored the right of officeholding to all but three hundred ex-rebels. Many Republicans 
had come to believe that traditional white leaders offered the best hope for honesty, 
order, and prosperity in the South.

Underlying the North’s abandonment of reconstruction was unyielding racial 
prejudice. Northerners had learned to accept black freedom during the war, but 
deep-seated prejudice prevented many from accepting black equality. Even the 
actions they took on behalf of blacks often served partisan political advantage. 
Northerners generally supported Indiana senator Thomas A. Hendricks’s harsh dec-
laration that “this is a white man’s Government, made by the white man for the 
white man.”

The U.S. Supreme Court also did its part to undermine reconstruction. The Court 
issued a series of decisions that significantly weakened the federal government’s 
ability to protect black Southerners. In the Slaughterhouse cases (1873), the Court 
distinguished between national and state citizenship and ruled that the Fourteenth 
Amendment protected only those rights that stemmed from the federal government, 
such as voting in federal elections and interstate travel. Since the Court decided that 
most rights derived from the states, it sharply curtailed the federal government’s 
authority to defend black citizens. Even more devastating, the United States v. 
Cruikshank ruling (1876) said that the reconstruction amendments gave Congress  
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the power to legislate against discrimination only by states, not by individuals. The 
“suppression of ordinary crime,” such as assault, remained a state responsibility. The 
Supreme Court did not declare reconstruction unconstitutional but eroded its legal 
foundation.

The mood of the North found political expression in the election of 1874, when for 
the first time in eighteen years the Democrats gained control of the House of Represen-
tatives. As one Republican observed, the people had grown tired of the “negro ques-
tion, with all its complications, and the reconstruction of Southern States, with all its 
interminable embroilments.” Reconstruction had come apart. Rather than defend 
reconstruction from its southern enemies, Northerners steadily backed away from the 
challenge. By the early 1870s, southern Republicans faced the forces of reaction largely 
on their own.

White Supremacy Triumphs
Reconstruction was a massive humiliation to most white Southerners. Republican rule 
meant intolerable insults: Black militiamen patrolled town streets, black laborers negoti-
ated contracts with former masters, black maids stood up to former mistresses, black 
voters cast ballots, and black legislators such as James T. Rapier enacted laws. Whites 
fought back by extolling the “great Confederate cause,” or Lost Cause. They celebrated 
their soldiers, “the noblest band of men who ever fought,” and by making an idol of  
Robert E. Lee, the embodiment of the southern gentleman.

But the most important way white Southerners responded to reconstruction was 
their assault on Republican governments in the South. These Republican govern-
ments attracted more hatred than did any other political regimes in American his-
tory. The northern retreat from reconstruction permitted southern Democrats to set 

things right. Taking the name Redeemers, Democrats in the South promised to 
replace “bayonet rule” (a few federal troops continued to be stationed in the South) 
with “home rule.” They promised that honest, thrifty Democrats would supplant cor-
rupt tax-and-spend Republicans. Above all, Redeemers swore to save southern 
civilization from a descent into “African barbarism.” As one man put it, “We must 
render this either a white man’s government, or convert the land into a Negro man’s 
cemetery.”

Southern Democrats adopted a multipronged strategy to overthrow Republican 
governments. First, they sought to polarize the parties around race. They went 
about gathering all the South’s white voters into the Democratic Party, leaving the 
Republicans to depend on blacks, who made up a minority of the population in 
almost every southern state. To dislodge whites from the Republican Party, Demo-
crats fanned the flames of racism. A South Carolina Democrat crowed that his party 
appealed to the “proud Caucasian race, whose sovereignty on earth God has pro-
claimed.” Ostracism also proved effective. Local newspapers published the names of 
whites who kept company with blacks. So complete was the ostracism that one of its 
victims said, “No white man can live in the South in the future and act with any 
other than the Democratic party unless he is willing and prepared to live a life of 
social isolation.”

Democrats also exploited the severe economic plight of small white farmers  
by blaming it on Republican financial policy. Government spending soared during 
Reconstruction, and small farmers saw their tax burden skyrocket. “This is tax 
time,” a South Carolinian reported. “We are nearly all on our head about them. They 
are so high & so little money to pay with” that farmers were “selling every egg and 
chicken they can get.” In 1871, Mississippi reported that one-seventh of the state’s 
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land—3.3 million acres—had been forfeited for nonpayment of taxes. The small farm-
ers’ economic distress had a racial dimension. Because few freedmen succeeded in 
acquiring land, they rarely paid taxes. In Georgia in 1874, blacks made up 45 percent 
of the population but paid only 2 percent of the taxes. From the perspective of a 
small white farmer, Republican rule meant that he was paying more taxes and pay-
ing them to aid blacks.

If racial pride, social isolation, and financial hardship proved insufficient to drive 
yeomen from the Republican Party, Democrats turned to terrorism. “Night riders” tar-
geted white Republicans as well as blacks for murder and assassination. Whether 
white or black, a “dead Radical is very harmless,” South Carolina Democratic leader 
Martin Gary told his followers.

But the primary victims of white violence were black Republicans. Violence esca-
lated to an unprecedented ferocity on Easter Sunday in 1873 in tiny Colfax, Louisiana. 
The black majority in the area had made Colfax a Republican stronghold until 1872, 
when Democrats turned to intimidation and fraud to win the local election. Republi-
cans refused to accept the result and occupied the courthouse in the middle of the 
town. After three weeks, 165 white men attacked. They overran the Republicans’ 
defenses and set the courthouse on fire. When the blacks tried to surrender, the whites 
murdered them. At least 81 black men were slaughtered that day. Although the federal 
government indicted the attackers, the Supreme Court ruled that it did not have the 
right to prosecute. And since local whites would not prosecute neighbors who killed 
blacks, the defendants in the Colfax massacre went free.
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MAP ACTIVITY

MAP 16.3 ▲ The Reconstruction of the South Myth has it that Republican rule of the 
former Confederacy was not only harsh but long. In most states, however, conservative southern 
whites stormed back into power in months or just a few years. By the election of 1876, Republican 
governments could be found in only three states, and they soon fell. 

READING THE MAP: List in chronological order the readmission of the former Confederate states to 
the Union. Which states reestablished conservative governments most quickly?
CONNECTIONS: What did the former Confederate states need to do to be readmitted to the Union? 
How did reestablished conservative governments react to Reconstruction?
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Even before adopting the all-out white supremacist tactics of the 1870s, Demo-
crats had taken control of the governments of Virginia, Tennessee, and North Caro-
lina. The new campaign brought fresh gains. The Redeemers retook Georgia in 
1871, Texas in 1873, and Arkansas and Alabama in 1874. As the state election 
approached in Mississippi in 1876, Governor Adelbert Ames appealed to Washing-
ton for federal troops to control the violence, only to hear from the attorney general 
that the “whole public are tired of these annual autumnal outbreaks in the South.” 
Abandoned, Mississippi Republicans succumbed to the Democratic onslaught in the 
fall elections. By 1876, only three Republican state governments survived in the 
South (Map 16.3). 

An Election and a Compromise
The year 1876 witnessed one of the most tumultuous elections in American history. 
The election took place in November, but not until March 2 of the following year did 
the nation know who would be inaugurated president on March 4. Sixteen years after 
Lincoln’s election, Americans feared that a presidential election would again precipi-
tate civil war.

The Democrats nominated New York’s governor, Samuel J. Tilden, who immediately 
targeted the corruption of the Grant administration and the “despotism” of Republican 
reconstruction. The Republicans put forward Rutherford B. Hayes, governor of Ohio. Pri-
vately, Hayes considered “bayonet rule” a mistake but concluded that waving the bloody 
shirt remained the Republicans’ best political strategy.

On election day, Tilden tallied 4,288,590 votes to Hayes’s 4,036,298. But in the 
all-important electoral college, Tilden fell one vote short of the majority required for 
victory. The electoral votes of three states—South Carolina, Louisiana, and Florida, 
the only remaining Republican governments in the South—remained in doubt 
because both Republicans and Democrats in those states claimed victory. To win, 
Tilden needed only one of the nineteen contested votes. Hayes had to have all  
of them.

Congress had to decide who had actually won the elections in the three southern 
states and thus who would be president. The Constitution provided no guidance for 
this situation. Moreover, Demo- 
crats controlled the House, and 
Republicans controlled the Sen-
ate. Congress created a special 
electoral commission to arbitrate 
the disputed returns. All of the 
commissioners voted their party 
affiliation, giving every state to 
the Republican Hayes and put-
ting him over the top in electoral 
votes (Map 16.4).

Some outraged Democrats 
vowed to resist Hayes’s victory. 
Rumors flew of an impending 
coup and renewed civil war. But 
the impasse was broken when 
negotiations behind the scenes 
resulted in an informal under-

standing known as the Compro-
mise of 1877. In exchange for a 

What factors led to the 
demise of Reconstruction, 
and which played the most 
important role?

>  CONSIDER CAUSE  
AND EFFECT

Candidate
Popular

Vote
Percent of

Popular Vote
Electoral

Vote
Rutherford B. Hayes
(Republican)

185*

184

4,036,298

4,288,590

47.9**

51.0Samuel J. Tilden
(Democrat)

*19 electoral votes were disputed.

**Percentages do not total 100 because some popular votes went to other parties.
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MAP 16.4 ▲ The Election of 1876

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?

Compromise of 1877
informal agreement in which 
Democrats agreed not to block 
Rutherford Hayes’s inauguration 
and to deal fairly with freedmen; 
in return, Hayes vowed not to use 
the army to uphold the remaining 
Republican regimes in the South 
and to provide the South with 
substantial federal subsidies 
for railroads. the compromise 
brought the Reconstruction era 
to an end.
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Democratic promise not to block Hayes’s inauguration and to deal fairly with the 
freedmen, Hayes vowed to refrain from using the army to uphold the remaining 
Republican regimes in the South and to provide the South with substantial federal 
subsidies for railroads.

Stubborn Tilden supporters bemoaned the “stolen election” and damned “His 
Fraudulency,” Rutherford B. Hayes. Old-guard Radicals such as William Lloyd Garrison 
denounced Hayes’s bargain as a “policy of compromise, of credulity, of weakness, of 
subserviency, of surrender.” But the nation as a whole celebrated, for the country had 
weathered a grave crisis. The last three Republican state governments in the South fell 
quickly once Hayes abandoned them and withdrew the U.S. Army. Reconstruction 
came to an end.

> QUICK REVIEW

How did the Supreme Court undermine Reconstruction?

Conclusion: Was Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half accomplished”?
>

In 1865, when General Carl Schurz visited the South, he discovered “a revolution 
but half accomplished.” White Southerners resisted the passage from slavery to 
free labor, from white racial despotism to equal justice, and from white political 

monopoly to biracial democracy. The old elite wanted to get “things back as near to 
slavery as possible,” Schurz reported, while African Americans such as James T. 
Rapier and some whites were eager to exploit the revolutionary implications of defeat 
and emancipation.

Although the northern-dominated Republican Congress refused to provide for 
blacks’ economic welfare, it employed constitutional amendments to require ex-
Confederates to accept legal equality and share political power with black men. 
Congress was not willing to extend such power to women, however. Conservative 
southern whites fought ferociously to recover their power and privilege. When 
Democrats regained control of politics, whites used both state power and private 
violence to wipe out many of the gains of Reconstruction, leading one observer to  
conclude that the North had won the war but the South had won the peace.

The Redeemer counterrevolution, however, did not mean a return to slavery. 
Northern victory in the Civil War ensured that ex-slaves no longer faced the auction 
block and could send their children to school, worship in their own churches, and work 
independently on their own rented farms. Sharecropping, with all its hardships, pro-
vided more autonomy and economic welfare than bondage had. It was limited freedom, 
to be sure, but it was not slavery.

The Civil War and emancipation set in motion the most profound upheaval in the 
nation’s history. War destroyed the largest slave society in the New World and gave 
birth to a modern nation-state. The world of masters and slaves gave way to that of 

Why did Congress  
object to Lincoln’s 
wartime plan for 
reconstruction?

How did the North 
respond to the passage 
of black codes in the 
southern states?

CHAPteR LoCAtoR
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landlords and sharecroppers. Washington increased its role in national affairs, and the 
victorious North set the nation’s compass toward the expansion of industrial capitalism 
and the final conquest of the West.

Despite massive changes, however, the Civil War remained only a “half accom-
plished” revolution. By not fulfilling the promises the nation seemed to hold out to 
black Americans at war’s end, Reconstruction represents a tragedy of enormous pro-
portions. The failure to protect blacks and guarantee their rights had enduring conse-
quences. It was the failure of the first reconstruction that made the modern civil rights 
movement necessary.

How radical was 
congressional 
reconstruction?

What brought the 
elements of the South’s 
Republican coalition 
together?

Why did Reconstruction 
collapse?

Conclusion: Was 
Reconstruction  
“a revolution but half 
accomplished”?
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To demonstrate a more advanced understanding, indicate below how each phase 
of Reconstruction addressed the key issues involved. 

Phase of 
Reconstruction

Requirements for 
Readmission

Role/Rights of 
Freedmen

Achievements Failures

Wartime 
Reconstruction 
(Lincoln)

Presidential 
Reconstruction 
(Johnson)

Congressional 
Reconstruction

STEP 2
MOVE  
BEYOND  
THE BASICS

EXPLAIN 
WHY IT 
MATTERS

Put your reading into practice. Identify each term below, and then explain why it 
matters in U.S. history. 

TERM WHO OR WHAT & WHEN WHY IT MATTERS

Freedmen’s Bureau (p. 442)

black codes (p. 446)

Civil Rights Act of 1866 (p. 448)

Fourteenth Amendment (p. 448)

Military Reconstruction Act (p. 451)

Fifteenth Amendment (p. 452)

carpetbaggers (p. 453)

scalawag (p. 453)

Ku Klux Klan (p. 454)

sharecropping (p. 457)

Redeemers (p. 461)

Compromise of 1877  (p. 463)

STEP 1

CHAPteR 16 StuDY GuiDe
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PUT IT ALL 
TOGETHER

STEP 3 Now, take a step back and try to explain the big picture. Remember to use specific 
examples from the chapter in your answers.

Imagine that you must give an oral report to the class answering the following 
question: What were the achievements and failures of Reconstruction? What 
would be the most important points to include, and why? 

EXPLAIN IN 
YOUR OWN 
WORDS

STEP 4

If Reconstruction was “a revolution but half accomplished,” has the nation 
completed the revolution today?

CONNECT 
TO THE 
PRESENT

STEP 5

SOUTHERN RECONSTRUCTION  
IN ACTION

▶ How did white Southerners respond during 
Reconstruction? Consider both Democrats and 
Republicans in your responses. 

▶ How did southern African Americans attempt  
to shape their own lives during Reconstruction?

LOOKING BACKWARD,  
LOOKING AHEAD

▶ How did long-held racial views among 
whites, in both the South and the North, 
shape Reconstruction?

▶ What were the lasting 
accomplishments of Reconstruction? 
What were its most important failures? 

PRESIDENTIAL AND CONGRESSIONAL 
RECONSTRUCTION

▶ What role did the black codes play in  
shaping the course of Reconstruction?

▶ What steps did Congress take between  
1865 and 1869 to assist ex-slaves in their lives 
as freedmen? How effective were these 
actions? 

THE END OF RECONSTRUCTION

▶ How and why did the decline of northern  
support for Reconstruction help southern 
Democrats “redeem” the South?

▶ Why did white supremacy become the 
foundation of southern politics in the 1870s?
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